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Abstract: Among the leading Islamic thinkers and activists promoting a theology of peace based on
the Qur‘anic revelation is Jawdat Sa “id. Framing his role by an analysis following the conceptualiza-
tion of Shahab Ahmed the Qur‘anic context of the ideas of Sa “id are presented, and these ideas are
contextualized within the recent Syrian revolution before it turned into civil war. Fundamental ideas
of the theology of Sa “id help to explain the thoughts of a lesser known activist of nonviolent action
based on a specific and revolutionary interpretation of the Qur‘an.
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1. Introduction

The violent turn of the Syrian revolution has often been described; the nonviolent
activism, of more importance, at the beginning of it has been less described. A driving
force during the early period were local committees (Perlman 2019), e.g., the Local Coor-
dination Committees (Marei 2020). These committees created a new national community
(cf. Ismail 2011) that may be compared to the new communities envisioned by Jawdat
Sa “id (cf. below). Sa “id was an important thinker inspiring the nonviolent beginnings and
local committees whose influence reached out well beyond Syria. Jawdat Sa “id and his
recent role in the Arab and Islamic world have to be understood in the context of the Syrian
Revolution1:

“The Syrian Revolution began nonviolently. The vast majority of participants
maintained nonviolence as their path to pursue regime change and a democratic
Syria, until an armed flank emerged in August 2011. Since then, the revolution
has morphed. The original uprising began at the grassroots, and solidarity
across lines of sect, religion, and ethnicity was strong among the grassroots
population. However, from midsummer to autumn, 2011, armed resistance
developed; political bodies formed to represent the revolution outside Syria; and
political Islamists of various sorts entered the uprising scene. Since then, armed
resistance has overshadowed nonviolent Syria. It should not be a surprise to find
that nonviolent resistance diminishes after the emergence of an armed resistance.
What is remarkable is that nonviolent resistance in Syria has continued, despite
being overshadowed by the raging battle between the regime and the militarized
flank of the revolution, and despite being beleaguered by tensions with the armed
resistance.” (Kahf 2014, pp. 1–2)

To include the influence of Jawdat Sa “id on the early Syrian revolution in our consider-
ations, we have to mention that in 1998, the town of Daraya in the countryside of Damascus
took Sa “id’s ideas about nonviolence as a starting point for their activities. However, in
2003, these young people were targeted by governmental persecution. The members of
this group organized a series of multicultural seminars on nonviolence in the city of Homs.
Their collective was not a religious one but spiritual–ethical and intersected with the circles
of the followers of Sa “id (Kahf 2014, p. 1).

The nonviolent way of actions in this Syrian revolution was inspired—among other
factors—by the ideas of Jawdat Sa “id. The opening sentence of the main page of this Syrian
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thinker and author reads: “We live in a world in which four-fifths of its population live
in frustration while the other fifth lives in fear.”2 Thus, we may not talk about ideas but
about a practical perception of the world based on the need to erase inequalities affecting
our societies leading to violence.

There are few studies on this Syrian author and activist who has a unique position
in contemporary Islam (Müller 2010; Kahf 2014; Lohlker 2016; Murtaza 2016; Ollivry-
Dumairieh 2016; Rak 2016; Belhaj 2017; Zecca 2020). As an activist, he participated in the
nonviolent opposition in Syria in 2011. In 2013, he had to migrate to Turkey. His writings,
however, are still read in the Arab world (and sometimes beyond).

The corpus we are using for our analysis is the comprehensive set of original writings
and videos at jawdatsaid.net. To give an overview, we may mention (a) several books,
(b) many articles, (c) videos (e.g., lectures illustrated with background pictures), (d) audio
files (most of them from 2007 and 2008), (e) other articles in journals, (f) interviews in
journals, and g) contemporary Islamic issues. Some books in English and French are
available, but the bulk of the material is written and produced in Arabic.

Methodologically speaking, this study of the ideas of Jawdat Sa “id performs a close
reading of selected texts by Sa “id to explore his way of thinking. These texts are framed by
the approach developed by Shahab Ahmed (cf. below). The style of this article is rhizomatic
(cf. Lohlker 2021, p. 122), allowing for a precise presentation and reconstruction of the
ideas of Sa “id using the quotations as points of intersection between the ideas presented.
We are aware that may be not understandable to readers expecting conventional narratives,
but this way of presenting Sa “id is well in line with advanced philosophical approaches
and sampling as a method of artistic research (cf. Navas 2012).

2. Biography

Who is Jawdat Sa “id? The best short biography was written by Crow3:

“Jawdat Sa “id was born in 1931 in the Circassian village of Bi’r ‘Ajam, south
of Qunaytra in the Golan Heights. His family (named Tsai) was part of the
wave of Circassian immigration from Russian territory into the Arab provinces
of the Ottoman empire in the late nineteenth century. At the age of fifteen he
was sent to study in Cairo at the prestigious Al-Azhar University, graduating
in 1957 with both a university degree in Arabic literature and a diploma in
education. After returning to Syria he taught for over ten years, first in the
Dar al-Mu‘allimin (Teachers’ College) in Damascus and then in high schools in
and around Damascus, including teaching “morale” in military schools (e.g.,
in the city of Homs in central Syria). Increasingly, he found himself demoted
to less prestigious schools. In 1968, Sa “id was dismissed from his government
employment as a teacher, due to his advocacy of ideas on Islamic peace and
their implications for radical social transformation, for his published views (his
first book appeared in 1966), and for his activism through lecturing in mosques,
civic centers, and within Syrian intellectual and social circles. In 1968 he was
imprisoned by the Syrian authorities for a year and a half. He has been to prison
under the Ba‘th regime five times, usually for periods of several months, the
last time being in 1973. During the early 1980s, when the Syrian Ikhwan al-
Muslimin (Muslim Brethren) were actively opposing President Asad’s regime, he
was often interrogated and watched, although he has never been a member of the
Muslim Brethren. For well over a decade he chose to live in voluntary internal
exile, working in Tolstoy-like fashion at his family’s apiary in Bi’r ‘Ajam. This
exemplifies his conviction that intellectual freedom must be linked to gainful
work. His withdrawal from active social engagement, coinciding with the clash
between the Islamist opposition and the Syrian government, was motivated by
his understanding of the Islamic requirement to avoid fitnah or civil discord and
violence. Since the early 1990s, Sa “id has gradually become more active within
Syria, cultivating contacts and engaging in dialogue with a wide spectrum of
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religious, political, and social trends within the Sunni religious establishment
[ . . . ], with Communists, Arab nationalists, and the Union of Arab Writers [ . . . ].
This reflects Sa “id’s commitment to accepting other viewpoints, fostering a more
secure sense of community and common purpose among Arab Muslims, and
tolerating the pursuit of different directions in finding solutions.” (Crow 2000,
pp. 64–65)

His stay in Egypt from 1946 to 1958 was (cf. below) crucial for the intellectual devel-
opment of Sa “id. Important writers influencing him were Abu A‘la Mawdudi (d. 1979
CE), Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (d. 1897 CE), Muhammad ‘Abduh (d. 1905 CE), Rashid Rida
(d. 1935 CE), Jalal al-Din Rumi (d. 1273 CE), Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 1350 CE), Ibn
Taymiyya (d. 1328 CE), Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (d. 1111 CE), Ibn Rushd (d. 1198 CE),
and Ibn Khaldun (d. 1406 CE), i.e., many of the important thinkers of Sunni Islam. More
important were Muhammad Iqbal (d. 1938 CE) and Malik Bennabi (d. 1973 CE), two of the
most influential thinkers of the modern Islamic world.

After staying in Egypt, he traveled to Saudi Arabia and then the United Arab Republic
of Egypt and Syria; then he traveled to Iraq, India, and Pakistan. Thus, he gained first-hand
knowledge of many parts of the Islamic world. He also met the influential Islamic scholar
Abul Hasan ‘Ali Nadvi (d. 1999 CE) in India. Thus, we may sketch his influences before
finally returning to Syria (cf. above).4

3. A Shahabian Approach

We will situate the ideas and practice of Jawdat Sa “id in the Con-Text of revela-
tion. Following Shahab Ahmed, this hermeneutical engagement is based on the previous
hermeneutical engagement being present as Islam (cf. Ahmed 2016, p. 356). Ahmed writes:

“Con-Text is thus the entire accumulated lexicon of means and meanings of Islam
that has been historically generated and recorded up to any given moment: it is
the full historical vocabulary of Islam at any given moment. When a Muslim seeks
to make meaning in terms of Islam, he necessarily does so in engagement with and
by use of the existing terms of engagement—that is, in engagement with and by
use of the existing vocabulary of Islam. The vocabulary of Islam registers, denotes
and makes available the meanings of previous hermeneutical engagement; the
meanings of previous hermeneutical engagements are, in other words, discernibly
embedded in the semantic units of this existing vocabulary of forms. Thus, in a
given time or place, for the meaning of an act or utterance to be recognizable in
terms of Islam it must be expressed in the vocabulary of Con-Text.” (Ahmed 2016,
p. 357)

Other important terms for the analysis of Ahmed are Pre-Text and Text. Pre-Text is
not to be understood as chronologically prior to the Text of the revelation/the Qur “ān;
it is ontologically and alethically before it but encompasses “the Unseen Pre-Text of the
Revelation” (Ahmed 2016, p. 347) as being continuously present in the world and in Islam.
The hermeneutical engagement with the Text/the Qur “ān takes place in the world of the
Unseen of the Pre-Text and is made livable in the Con-Text. The Con-Text can be attributed
and traced to the Text and Pre-Text and provides the web of meaning(s) by which Muslims
live their hermeneutical engagement with Revelation (Ahmed 2016, pp. 358–59)

Taking up this framework, we may start to analyze the ideas and practice of Jawdat
Sa “id as an example of hermeneutical engagement with the Revelation. In the context of
modern Islamic thought in the Arab world, his position is specific but present until today,
contrary to the impression that violent and fundamentalist ideas are dominating the field
of discussion.

Returning to the problem of societal change addressed in the beginning, we may refer
to Zecca, who wrote in her review of an anthology of translations of writings of Jawdat Sa “id
in Italian that his ideas may be analyzed as a reaction to the conditions of the contemporary
Arab world and its despotic regimes. Hence, change of this situation is a core idea of Sa “id:
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“Sa “id defends the possibility of a pacific change which should establish demo-
cratic political systems based upon human rights. It is impossible, according to
Sa “id, for war to be a vector of change, especially because he considers violence,
as a mode of action, anachronistic in relation to the evolution of humanity within
our time. It defines the man who resorts to violent action as someone who lives in
an ‘abrogated time’. He compares young men sent to war to the human sacrifices
of ancient populations [ . . . ] and, referring to the endless status of war of the
Arab states, he underlines the stupidity of governments who continue to buy
weapons from Occidental companies in order to fight one against the others
[ . . . ]. Appealing to the unity of the Muslim world, Sa “id exhorts to the end of
arms trade, also comparing weapons to fetishes of the Jahilı̄yya (pre-Islamic or
ignorance) period [ . . . ].” (Zecca 2020, p. 215)

These remarks hint at the subterranean linkages of the ideas of Jawdat Sa “id to the
Arab revolutions after 2010, mentioned before. Hence, the impact of Jawdat Sa “id was the
need to change the situation of Arab societies and the Islamic world. To develop this idea,
he began to rethink shared notions of what being Islamic means.

During and after his stay in Cairo at the al-Azhar university, he was deeply involved
in the contemporary discussion in the Arab and Islamic world. His main persons of
reference were Muhammad Iqbal (Hillier and Koshul 2015; Majeed 2009) and Malik Bennabi
(Seniguer 2014; Sherif 2018). Unlike the move of Syrian opposition toward a violent strategy
in the 1960s, he published his first book in the year 1966 when Sayyid Qutb, famous for
his book Milestones, a programmatic work of the first wave of modern violent Jihadism,
was executed. Sa “id’s book may be read as an answer to this text that was based on the
experience of the repressive regime in Egypt (cf. below). A writer and activist in a likewise
repressive context in Syria was able to create a theory of nonviolence understood as an
integral part of Islam. This may be proof that the results of the hermeneutic engagement
with the Qur‘anic revelation may be even contradictory, as Shahab Ahmed wrote.

4. The Path of Adam‘s First Son

The first book of Jawdat Sa “id5 we mentioned is The Path of Adam’s First Son: The
Problem of Violence in Islamic Activism (cf. Menghini 2019, p. 58; Sa “id 1993). In another text,
Sa “id mentioned that the first he publicly spoke about The Path of Adam’s Son6 was in 1965
during the Friday prayer during the month of Ramadan. He describes the emergence of this
idea during his time as a student at the University of al-Azhar, where he experienced the
incertitude and upheaval of the Arab and Islamic world (Sa “id n.d.). Which kind of theory
emerged from this situation? The relationship of law and religion in the Muslim community
has to be constructive and dynamic. It should not follow the method of imitation and blind
acceptance (taqlid) that, for Sa “id, has been a decisive factor of the decline of the Islamic
world as a whole.

“In this case Sa “id was strongly influenced by another great Muslim thinker of
Jewish descent Muhammad Asad (1900–1992), who commented in his highly
acclaimed book Islam at the Crossroads, that whereas Islam was a perfect system
for mankind, it was its believers who failed to live according to its message.

One recurring theme in Sa “id’s thought is the need to observe laws, which consti-
tute a profound part of knowledge, he believes. He particularly strongly stresses
the notion of change which needs to occur, quoting the Qur’ān: Verily never will
God change the condition of a people until they change that what is in their souls. Law
allows duties, obligations, and freedoms to be established, but it is injustice that
destroys societies. It is humans that are faulty, not the law itself. Law is supposed
to protect everyone. In the cycle of history, people relinquish their right to pro-
tection and leave it to the law. Sa “id warns that when a person gets his right to
self-protection, by which he means any kind of violent means, the individual
once again becomes part of the law of the jungle, force. Law on the other hand is
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opposed to violence. The question one needs to ask is when exactly did the shift
between the law of violence and dialogue take place?” (Rak 2016, pp. 35–36)7

The theory he presents is to be found in his book The First Son of Adam. We will follow
the presentation of Rak. The starting point of the book is the story of Cain (Qabil) and Abel
(Habil) as told in the Qur‘an—another case of hermeneutic engagement with the text of the
revelation. It reads:

“And recite unto them, with truth, the account of Adam‘s two sons, when they
offered a sacrifice, and it was accepted from one of them, though not accepted
from the other. One said: ‘I will surely slay you!’ [The other] said: ‘God accepts
only from the reverent. Even if you stretch forth your hand against me to slay
me, I shall not stretch forth my hand against you to slay you. Truly I fear God,
Lord of the worlds. I desire you should be burdened with my sin and your
sin and so become one of the inhabitants of the fire. Such is the recompense
of the wrongdoers.’ Then his soul prompted him to slay his brother, and he
slew him, and thus became to be among the losers. Then God sent a crow,
scratching the earth, to show him how he might conceal his brother‘s nakedness.
He said, ‘Oh, woe unto me! Am I not able to be even as this crow and conceal
my brother’s nakedness?’ And he came to be among the remorseful.” (Sura 5,
al-mā‘ida, pp. 27–31)8

Abel refraining from slaying his brother materialized the philosophy of nonviolence
so dear to Sa “id. The ultimate result of Cain slaying Abel is the grief and sorrow of Cain
as described by Sa “id. Thus, Habil brings the historical shift in human behavior by not
acting violently.

“Humanity arises from violence, the period of muscles—as Sa “id states—to the
period of mind and comprehension, leading it to grant moral values a growing
presence in one’s actions. The choice between the right and wrong actions is still
voluntary, but in Abel’s choice to act against violent methods one can notice the
introduction of the law of dialogue, openness to the Other that is visible in acts
of moral responsibility, which is one of the key factors driving human nature in
its decisions. A different decision, that made by Abel, would only bring human
regression. God by creating people and granting them the role of being His
viceregents on earth expects that humankind will finally start acting according to
the role that is presented to them. The shift in authority, first based on violence,
later leads to comprehension. Sa “id sees this as an evolution from the law of
the jungle to the law of understanding. This behaviour is full of trust in human
evolution. Violent actions are perceived as a form of regression understood as
blasphemy, which is considered a major crime in Islam because it means acting
against nature and God’s order.” (Rak 2016, p. 36)

For Sa “id, knowledge and nonviolence is to be understood from a Qur‘anic perspective.
However, it is necessary to move beyond the realm of texts and include the historical expe-
riences of humanity. Yet he understands the human fallibility and tendency to misinterpret,
especially, the messages of the prophets. However, experience may help to find a way out.
Sa “id argues for the need for a diversity of readings. Following the example of the ancestors
would lead to what is called taqlid, blind acceptance of former views, restricting openness,
diversity, and progress in Muslim thought. He points to Iqbal’s idea of the difference
between religion and the human understanding of religion. Experience is vital to a true
understanding of religion (Rak 2016, p. 38). The concept of the need for experience may be
regarded as another Islamic legitimation of nonviolent activism conceptualized by Sa “id to
create a new history. Sa “id shies not away from controversial points when criticizing the
Muslim orthodoxy. Racism or ethnocentrism stem, according to Sa “id, from the denial
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“of the possibility of prophecy to other religious and cultural figures. It is inter-
esting to note the many quotations he himself uses throughout his writings from
other than Islamic sources.” (Rak 2016, p. 39)

Two important other concepts are equity and justice. Equity is for Sa “id the perfect
realization of tawhid or believing in one God and unity, a narrow path.9 Justice, on the
other hand, is best exemplified by the Qur‘anic saying “There is no coercion in religion.”
(cf below).

“Equity for him means no more than the process of denunciation of tyranny
and the act of prohibiting religious coercion. It is interesting to note that Sa “id
sees tyranny as a specific case of breaching the teachings of Islam—and calls it
an example of polytheism, an unforgivable sin. According to Sa “id, the call for
equality is vital for human prosperity. The main problem of mankind is connected
to the rejection of the need for equality, or equity, which can give some people the
feeling of superiority, a nearly godlike position among others. This superiority is
embedded in the arrogance of people, which is an obstacle not only in building
everyday relations but, in the believers’ eyes, may also prevent one from entering
paradise in the hereafter.” (Rak 2016, p. 39)

Rak sketches the concept of Malik Bennabi that there is a certain state of mind or
the conditio humana allowing for the emerging of a disposition to be colonized. This state
of mind creates the conditions for being colonized. The root causes are the weakness
and apathy emerging in Arab societies including the loss of communities dispersed into
assemblies of individuals (cf. below). For Sa “id, the vital element of the story of Habil he
refers to is the ability to end oppression and to build a new society based on equal rights.
To use an argument of Sa “id (1993), nonviolence means a shift to the nervous system from
the muscular system. The main example for Sa “id are the prophets addressing the minds
of people and not their bodies. This means that no physical actions are needed (Rak 2016,
p. 40). Physical action will be needed when change to a nonviolent society has to take place
(cf. below).

Nonviolence is, for Sa “id, an act and idea of freedom since it can be traced back
to disobedience, “the negation of the need to take harmful action against another. A
disobedience to the culture of muscles as he calls it” (Rak 2016, p. 40). Not engaging in
violence is the final proof of intellectual freedom.

5. Change

Sa “id stresses the need for individual and societal change in his book referring in its
title to sura 13, al-ra “d, 11: “Truly God alters not what is in a people until they alter what is
in themselves.”10 The title is: Until They Alter What Is in Themselves.11 The interdependence
of individual and collective change as spiritually inspired is described by Sa “id as a dual
change. The first change is that instilled by God in his creation; the second one, that
of the humans, is inspired by God, “a gift from God”. Humans will be able to realize
this inspiration when they are willing (cf. below) to change themselves. The change,
however, is relevant for the individuals. It is a collective change of an entity composed of
these individuals.

In this book, Sa “id directly criticizes some thoughts of Sayyid Qutb, one of the fore-
fathers of modern-day Jihadism. This indicates the involvement of Sa “id in the ongoing
discussions in the Arab and Islamic world of this period. Sayyid Qutb may be regarded as
the paragon of the movement advocating the use of force and coercion against all other
Muslims and non-Muslims.

The denial of coercion (ikrāh) is—as mentioned before—crucial for The Path of the First
Son of Adam. This concept is further discussed in other texts that may help us understand
the hermeneutic engagement of Sa “id with the Qur‘anic revelation and to situate him in the
contemporary landscape of Islamic discourses
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6. Lā ikrāh fi ‘d-dı̄n

A Qur‘anic verse discussed by Sa “id especially is Sure 2, al-baqara, 256. Usually, the
shortened version is used: “There is no coercion in religion.”12

“The tempter to error (tāghūt)13 is the one who brings coercion (ikrāh). Hence, it is
ordered not to believe in the tempter. The believers are told to believe in God for
whom it is true that there is no coercion in His religion (dı̄n).14 He is not afraid of
suffering defeat from renouncing coercion. He trusts in textual logic (mantiq), in
the humans (insān) and in God in whose religion is no kind of coercion.

“As to coercion in religion, the removal of coercion is of its most important
chapters, more important than all the other chapters. In particular, politics (siyāsa)
based on coercion is no [true] leadership. There is no truth (rushd) but error
(ghayy)15 and deceit. [ . . . ] According to the strength of coercion truth is far away
and the Shari‘a16 is defective or not existing at all. [ . . . ] It may be said that
according to the advice of the Qur‘an to watch out in the future since adopting
coercion17 since the history of this issue is pitch-black.” (Sa “id 1998)

Since Jawdat Sa “id mentions the West as a paradigm for adopting coercion and making
it the source of predominance, we may identify one element of the Pre-Text of this inter-
pretation. The other main element is the tyranny of the contemporary Arab world. The
references to the Qur‘anic revelation are easily identifiable. These presuppositions and
the reference of the Qur‘anic revelation enable the believers to make a deliberate choice
for the devotion of the Qur‘anic injunction to resist oppression and coercion. This kind of
resistance is, for Sa “id, legitimate if it does not lead to coercion and violence. Hence, these
paragraphs make the call to nonviolent resistance based on the Qur‘anic revelation visible.
The framework for the nonviolent opposition in Syria mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter is laid out.

The crucial factors that will enable the change needed in society, especially Muslim
societies, are described by Sa “id as a manifold endeavor: work or activism (‘amal), will
(irāda), ability (qudra), and the application of these principles. They are sketched in a book18

called al-‘Amal: Qudra wa-Irada or Work as Ability and Will (Sa “id 1984).

7. Work as Ability and Will

Since the will to choose a nonviolent path to action without turning to coercion is
essential for the theories of Sa “id, we have to turn to this book. Sa “id compares the spirit of
God with the will of humans. Thus, he argues:

“This is to demonstrate that the body’s spirit is its will; once the will is lost, then
the body must die—it decomposes in the same way as the individual body decom-
poses and reverts to its constituent elements. When the community decomposes,
its individuals, having lost the common will, will revert to their primitive interests:
struggling to preserve their individual lives, not caring about the development of
society. It will be an aggregate of individuals, each unto himself/herself. Indeed,
the community comes into being at the time its individuals have wills that go
beyond themselves as individuals and encompass the others—It is then that the
society begins to exist as a body; and it is then that it is true of it to apply the Verse
of the Qur’an: “To every people is a term appointed”; (10:49). It is when this
happens that you imagine an ummah with a span of life, like an individual. The
bond that brings a society together is a will that unites the individuals: one faith,
one aim, one ideal . . . An ideal is the spirit of the society.” (Sa “id 1984, p. 175)

Sa “id‘s idea of will includes the need to uphold a common will lived in a society
inspired by the existence of a community that embodies a super-individual spirit. For
Sa “id this community is the Muslim ummah as the ideal community. This ideal community
Sa “id is talking about is, for him, the nonviolent society he envisions. This community is
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embedded in the Islamic worldview of Sa “id and may be illustrated by one example. Sa “id
distinguishes between two groups:

“In Islamic tradition, we contrast two groups, the faqihs (scholars of Islamic
legislation and rulings), and the Sufis. The latter identify themselves as the
‘people of the will, or sincerity’, and they designate the Sufi learner as the ‘murid,
i.e., the searcher for the Truth’. To them, the illiterate, the most ignorant, can
ascend to a supreme level of sincerity and will. I find this a very good application
of our theoretical discussion of the will: it indicates that the will can rise to a very
high level even in the illiterate and the children, both female and male, as may be
attested by their willingness to offer their money and life.” (Sa “id 1998, p. 283)

Hence, the will to change the personal life and society to a nonviolent one is open to
every human willing to act accordingly. One author writing on Sa “id voices some criticism.

8. Criticizing Sa ““ “id

Menghini wrote in his article on Sa “id that Sa “id’s theory of Habil’s path, his contextu-
alization of nonviolence, and his exposition of the revolutionary potential of the Islamic
idea of the one God (tawhid) as part of Sa “id’s theology of nonviolence allow for a deep
understanding of his ideas. Menghini, nevertheless, identifies some points to be criticized
concerning his argumentation and practicability. Sa “id’s selection of passages from the
Qur’an and Hadith is not—according to Menghini—sufficiently explained and allegedly
arbitrary. Menghini argues that there are other interpretations of these passages available
(Menghini 2019, p. 56).

This kind of criticism is an example of a misunderstanding of the creative hermeneuti-
cal engagement with the Qur‘anic revelation as a defective form of scholarly writing. The
way of writing of an Islamic activist and believer is to be understood in internal terms
as a coherent set of ideas aiming at establishing a theory of nonviolence based on the
Islamic tradition. A criticism of the arbitrariness of the selection of Qur‘anic and Hadith
passages quote by Sa “id reveals a misunderstanding of the hermeneutical approach of Sa “id
and is assuming a structure of the Qur‘an and Hadith similar to a European novel of the
nineteenth century. Furthermore, taking one book as representing all of the thoughts of one
author reveals an underlying Orientalist worldview, assuming that the system of being
Islamic of this author can be derived from just one source. Menghini is referring to the
fundamentalist writer Abu A‘la Mawdudi19 as presenting another interpretation than Sa “id
and ignoring the diversity of Islamic interpretations of sources.

This difference in interpretation demands that Sa “id provide a more structured ex-
planation of the reasoning behind his interpretation of this passage. The same can be
said about other passages he chose to include in his argument, especially those where
alternative readings suggest that nonviolence may be more of a response to circumstances
than conscious adherence to Habil’s path. When the Prophet Muhammad, for example,
invited Muslims to be patient and not use violence against polytheists in Mecca, the reason
could be connected with the equilibrium of forces specific to that moment, more than with
a conscious choice of nonviolence. The non-Muslims in Mecca were much stronger than
the Muslims, and so the choice to not confront them with force could have been made by a
strategic circumstantial justification.

The criticism goes on to assume that Sa “id should have to write a book based on
academic definitions. Reading Sa “id, we have to bear in mind that these texts (and videos)
of an Islamic activist are not academic texts on early Islamic history. The demands that
these texts have to follow the rules of another field of intellectual production are absurd.
The absurdity is multiplied by other demands for definitions and explanations:

“For instance, when explaining how the distinctive society will be created,
Sa “id does not define what is meant by ‘society’. Is this society simply Is-
lamic, or should it be defined in terms of reach on a national or global scale?”
(Menghini 2019, p. 57)
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Although we might say that the critique of Menghini may be excused as a published by
journal of undergraduate students, it reveals some methodological shortcomings detected
in more elaborate scholarly works. Worse, it is one of the few articles analyzing a book of
Sa “id available.20 Thus, this article may be regarded as a paradigmatic case. Nevertheless,
Menghini continues:

“the relevance of Sa “id’s work is clearly demonstrated in his innovative position
on, and interpretation of, the principle of nonviolence. In constructing Habil’s
path as a new madhhab modeled on the lives of the prophets, Sa “id shows how
nonviolence is a recurring theme throughout the history of Islam. As such, he
makes a convincing argument that nonviolence is truly an “Islamic” principle.
[ . . . ] Moreover, Sa “id’s theorization of nonviolence as a methodology sets him
apart from many other philosophers both inside and outside the Islamic world.”
(Menghini 2019, p. 57)

This leads us to look at the context of Islamic ideas of nonviolence. Despite the
overwhelming literature on states, groups, and individuals promoting military Jihad as
an Islamic duty, there is a sector of Islamic thought and activism promoting nonviolent
activism. We may just mention the Pashtun activist and leader of the Khudai Khidmatgaran
Abdul Ghaffar Khan (Easwaran 2002) or the Indian writer Wahiduddin Khan (Omar 2008a,
2008b). For our context, the Syrian writer and activist Afra Jalabi, who integrated the ideas
of Jawdat Sa “id in her thought, is important (Jalabi 2018). She is the scion of a family of
nonviolent activists.

9. Conclusions

Jawdat Sa “id’s nonviolent reading of the Qur‘an and his engagement with the Qur‘anic
revelation is a paradigmatic case to illustrate the many ways Muslims can engage with the
revelation and—in his case—turn it into a tool for nonviolent activism.21 Leaving aside
the question of religious truth, the ideas of Sa “id maybe the heritage of the beginnings of
the Syrian resistance before it was turned into violence and part of the heritage of this
historical moment to further the development of nonviolent ideas and practices as a legacy
for humanity. It is not a study on Syrian ideas. It is a study on part of the global discussion
on nonviolence. Sa “id, e.g., has been lecturing in many countries and to global media.22 His
global approach can be understood by videos on his ideas. Thus, he is a Syrian thinker but
not limited to Syria in his worldviews.23

Further analysis of Jawdat Sa “id’s thinking and practice will have to identify the
sources of his ideas and the difference in presentation in writings, audio–visual presenta-
tions, commentaries, and other ways to convey his ideas.
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Notes
1 We intentionally refrain from trying to give a bibliography of the recent Syrian development since this article is focused on the

ideas of one Syrian thinker and activist. The following quotation gives an outline of the Syrian revolution.
2 https://www.jawdatsaid.net/en/index.php/Main_Page (accessed on 14 December 2021).
3 The best visual biography is Jawdat Sa “id Twitter Channel (2021). The exact birth date given in the video is 31 January 1931.
4 The video Jawdat Sa “id Twitter Channel (2021) shows a picture of Sa “id reading and a picture of Gandhi at the bookshelves in the

background.
5 A study of all publications, interviews, videos, etc. is far beyond the scope of an article. Unfortunately, current research is far

away from producing a book-length study that would be needed. However, this article is an overview using carefully selected
texts to give an outline of the ideas of Sa “id.

https://www.jawdatsaid.net/en/index.php/Main_Page
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6 Evidently, Abu-Nimer is wrong when stating that Sa “id did use civilian Jihad instead of the Arabic expression la ‘unf (Abu-Nimer
2018, p. 251).

7 Rak refers to Sa “id (n.d.).
8 I am using the translation (Nasr et al. 2015, pp. 289–91; Cf. Sa “id 1993, p. 77).
9 Sa “id is referring to the Gospel of Matthew.

10 I am using the translation (Nasr et al. 2015, p. 618).
11 Sa “id (n.d.). The foreword to this book is contributed by Malik Bennabi.
12 I am using the translation (Nasr et al. 2015, p. 111).
13 This is a direct reference to the wording of the Qur‘anic verse quoted above.
14 Historically speaking, the semantics of dı̄n changed (Lohlker 2022). In modern times it may be accepted to translate dı̄n as

religion.
15 This is a direct reference to the wording of the Qur‘anic verse quoted above.
16 i.e., the rules of good human behavior. Sa “id is reappropriating it from fundamentalist interpretations.
17 An allusion to the Qur‘anic verse quoted here may be assumed.
18 Often referring to scientific metaphors. Sa “id discusses the relation of scientific knowledge and peace in (Sa “id n.d.).
19 Who was one influence of young Jawdat Sa “id (cf. above).
20 We are aware of volumes such as (al-Marzūqı̄ et al. 2006).
21 It may also be read as a contribution “to a theory of nonviolence and peacebuilding principles and values from an Islamic

perspective and within an Islamic context.” (Abu-Nimer 2001, p. 218).
22 The audio files at https://jawdatsaid.net/ (accessed on 20 December 2021) provide many examples for this outreach.
23 e.g., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQbCwozvK8E (accessed on 2 February 2022); the translation was performed by Afra

Jalabi (cf. above).
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